Objectives

After completing this section, you should be able to

1. explain the difference between thermodynamic and kinetic control of a chemical reaction; for example, the reaction of a conjugated diene with one equivalent of hydrogen halide.
2. draw a reaction energy diagram for a reaction which can result in both a thermodynamically controlled product and a kinetically controlled product.
3. explain how reaction conditions can determine the product ratio in a reaction in which there is competition between thermodynamic and kinetic control.

Key Terms

Make certain that you can define, and use in context, the key terms below.

- kinetic control
- thermodynamic control

Like nonconjugated dienes, conjugated dienes are subject to attack by electrophiles. In fact, conjugated electrophiles experience relatively greater kinetic reactivity when reacted with electrophiles than nonconjugated dienes do. Upon electrophilic addition, the conjugated diene forms a mixture of two products—the kinetic product and the thermodynamic product—whose ratio is determined by the conditions of reaction. A reaction yielding more thermodynamic product is under thermodynamic control, and likewise, a reaction that yields more kinetic product is under kinetic control.

The reaction of one equivalent of hydrogen bromide with 1,3-butadiene gives different products at under different conditions and is a classic example of the concept of thermodynamic versus kinetic control of a reaction.

Take a look at this energy profile diagram in Figure \(\PageIndex{1}\). In this scenario, the starting material \(\ce{A}\) can react to form either \(\ce{B}\) (to the left) or \(\ce{C}\) (to the right). The formation of the product \(\ce{C}\) involves evolution over barriers (assuming a two step process) with lower activation energies, which means that it will form faster (ignoring the pre-exponential constant effects).
Figure (R1): Energy profile diagram for £(A \rightarrow B)$ (left) and £(A \rightarrow C)$ (right). The horizontal axis is a reaction coordinate, and the vertical axis represents Gibbs energy. $I_B$ and $I_C$ are intermediates in the two reactions and $T_{B1}$, $T_{B2}$, $T_{C1}$, and $T_{C2}$ are transition states.

If we keep the temperature sufficiently low, the molecules of $\ce{C}$, which are inevitably formed faster, will probably not have enough energy to overcome the reverse activation barrier (i.e., $\ce{C \rightarrow A}$) to regenerate $\ce{A}$ (Table (R1)). The forward reactions $\ce{A->B}$ and $\ce{A->C}$ are, under such conditions, effectively irreversible. Since the formation of $\ce{C}$ is faster, it will predominate, and the major product formed will be $\ce{C}$. This is known as kinetic control and $\ce{C}$ is the kinetic product.

At elevated temperatures, $\ce{C}$ is still going to be the product that is formed faster. However, it also means that all the reactions will be reversible. This means that molecules of $\ce{C}$ can revert back to $\ce{A}$. Since the system is no longer limited by temperature, the system will minimize its Gibbs free energy, which is the thermodynamic criterion for chemical equilibrium. This means that, as the most thermodynamically stable molecule, $\ce{B}$ will be predominantly formed. The reaction is said to be under thermodynamic control and $\ce{B}$ is the thermodynamic product.

**Table (R1):** Conjugated Dienese: Kinetic vs. Thermodynamic Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Kinetic or Thermodynamically Controlled</th>
<th>Speed of Reaction</th>
<th>1,2-adduct : 1,4-adduct Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-15 °C</td>
<td>Kinetic</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>70:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 °C</td>
<td>Kinetic</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>60:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 °C</td>
<td>Thermodynamic</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>15:85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 °C</td>
<td>Thermodynamic</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>10:90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A simple definition is that the kinetic product is the product that is formed faster, and the thermodynamic product is the product that is more stable. This is precisely what is happening here. The kinetic product is 3-bromobut-1-ene, and the thermodynamic product is 1-bromobut-2-ene (specifically, the trans isomer).

A Warning: Not every reaction has different thermodynamic and kinetic products!

Note that not every reaction has an energy profile diagram like Figure \( \PageIndex{1} \), and not every reaction has different thermodynamic and kinetic products! If the transition states leading to the formation of \( \ce{C} \) (e.g., \( T_{C1} \) and \( T_{C2} \)) were to be higher in energy than that leading to \( \ce{B} \) (e.g., \( T_{B1} \) and \( T_{B2} \)), then \( \ce{B} \) would simultaneously be both the thermodynamic and kinetic product. There are plenty of reactions in which the more stable product (thermodynamic) is also formed faster (kinetic).

The Reaction Mechanism

The first step is the protonation of one of the \( \ce{C=C} \) double bonds. In butadiene (1), both double bonds are the same, so it does not matter which one is protonated. The protonation occurs regioselectively to give the more stable carbocation (i.e., \( I_{B}=I_{C} \) in Figure \( \PageIndex{1} \)):

The more stable cation is not only secondary, but also allylic, and therefore enjoys stabilization via resonance (or conjugation). This is depicted in the resonance forms \( 2a \) and \( 2b \) above. This allylic carbocation, more properly denoted as the resonance hybrid \( 2 \), has two carbons which have significant positive charge, and the bromide ion (here denoted as \( \ce{X^-} \)) can attack either carbon. Attacking the central carbon, adjacent to the site of protonation, leads to the kinetic product \( 3 \) (called the 1,2-adduct); attacking the terminal carbon, distant from the site of protonation, leads to the thermodynamic product \( 4 \) (called the 1,4-adduct).
A Common Mistake: Resonance Structures do not Independently Exist

There are some people who write that 3 results from attack of \(\text{X}^-\) on resonance form 2a, and 4 from attack of \(\text{X}^-\) on resonance form 2b. This is not correct! Resonance forms do not separately exist, and they are not distinct species that rapidly interconvert. As such, one cannot speak of one single resonance form undergoing a reaction.

Now, why 4 is the thermodynamic product, and why 3 is the kinetic product for this reaction?

---

The thermodynamic product: \textit{trans}-1-bromobut-2-ene

It is perhaps simple enough to see why 4 is more stable than 3. It has an internal, disubstituted double bond, and we know that as a general rule of thumb, the thermodynamic stability of an alkene increases with increasing substitution. So, compared to the terminal, monosubstituted alkene 3, 4 is more stable.

Both the \textit{trans} isomer 4 as well as the \textit{cis} isomer 5 can be formed via attack of the nucleophile at the terminal carbon, and both are disubstituted alkenes. However, the \textit{trans} isomer 4 is more stable than the \textit{cis} isomer 5, because there is less steric repulsion between the two substituents on the double bond. As such, 4 is the thermodynamic product.

---

The kinetic product: 3-bromobut-1-ene

Several explanations may be proposed to explain the nature of the kinetic product.

The worst possible argument argues that the resonance form 2a, being an allylic secondary carbocation, is more stable than resonance form 2b, which is an allylic primary carbocation. Therefore, resonance form 2a exists in greater relative proportion (i.e., more molecules will look like 2a than 2b), and the nucleophile preferentially reacts with this specific carbocation, leading to the formation of 3. However, this is incorrect, since individual resonance forms do not exist. Moreover, such an argument suggests that we are looking for the more stable intermediate (I\(_B\) or I\(_C\) in Figure \(\PageIndex{1}\)). In fact, we should be looking for the more stable transition states (T\(_{B1}\), T\(_{B2}\), T\(_{C1}\), and T\(_{C2}\) in Figure \(\PageIndex{1}\)). The carbocation is an intermediate, and not a transition state.

The most common argument is since resonance form 2a is more stable than 2b, is that it contributes more towards the resonance hybrid 2. As such, the positive charge on the internal carbon is greater than the positive charge on the terminal carbon. The nucleophile, being negatively charged, is more strongly attracted to the more positively charged or more electrophilic carbon, and therefore attack there occurs faster (the transition state being stabilized by greater electrostatic interactions). That's actually a very sensible explanation; with only the data that has been presented so far, we would not be able to disprove it, and it was indeed the accepted answer for quite a while.
Experimental Results

In 1979, Nordlander et al. carried out a similar investigation on the addition of \(\ce{DCl}\) to a different substrate, 1,3-pentadiene. This experiment was ingenious, because it was designed to proceed via an almost symmetrical intermediate:

\[
\begin{align*}
\ce{C=C=C} & \quad \text{DCI} \\
\ce{C=C-D} & \quad \ce{C=DC} \\
7a & \quad \ce{C=CD} \\
7b & \quad \ce{C=CD}
\end{align*}
\]

Resonance forms 7a and 7b are both allylic and secondary. There is a very minor difference in their stabilities arising from the different hyperconjugative ability of \(\ce{C-D}\) vs \(\ce{C-H}\) bonds, but in any case, it is not very large. Therefore, if we adopt the explanation in the previous section, one would expect there not to be any major kinetic pathway, and both 1,2- and 1,4-addition products (8 and 9) would theoretically be formed roughly equally.

Instead, it was found that the 1,2-addition product was favored over the 1,4-addition product. For example, at \(-78^\circ\text{C}\) in the absence of solvent, there was a roughly 75:25 ratio of 1,2- to 1,4-addition products. Clearly, there is a factor that favors 1,2-addition that does not depend on the electrophilicity of the carbon being attacked! The authors attributed this effect to an ion pair mechanism. This means that, after the double bond is protonated (deuterated in this case), the chloride counterion remains in close proximity to the carbocation generated. Immediately following dissociation of \(\ce{DCl}\), the chloride ion is going to be much closer to \(\ce{C-2}\) than it is to \(\ce{C-4}\), and therefore attack at \(\ce{C-2}\) is much faster. In fact, normal electrophilic addition of \(\ce{HX}\) to conjugated alkenes in polar solvents can also proceed via similar ion pair mechanisms. This is reflected by the greater proportion of syn addition products to such substrates.

The mechanism that favors 1,2-addition clearly does not depend on the electrophilicity of the carbon being attacked.

This ion pair mechanism is a pre-exponential constant effects that is attributed to the proximity and frequency of collision rather than a activation barrier effect.
Conclusion

The reactivity of conjugated dienes (hydrocarbons that contain two double bonds) varies depending on the location of double bonds and temperature of the reaction. These reactions can produce both thermodynamic and kinetic products. Isolated double bonds provide dienes with less stability thermodynamically than conjugated dienes. However, they are more reactive kinetically in the presence of electrophiles and other reagents. This is a result of Markovnikov addition to one of the double bonds. A carbocation is formed after a double bond is opened. This carbocation has two resonance structures and addition can occur at either of the positive carbons.
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Practice Problems

1. Write out the products of 1,2 addition and 1,4- addition of a) HBr and Br. b) DBr to 1,3-cyclo-hexadiene. What is unusual about the products of 1,2- and 1,4- addition of HX to unsubstituted cyclic 1,3-dienes?
2. Is the 1,2-addition product formed more rapidly at higher temperatures, even though it is the 1,4-addition product that predominates under these conditions?
3. Why is the 1,4-addition product the thermodynamically more stable product?
4. Out of the following radical cations which one is not a reasonable resonance structure?

![Resonance Structures](image)

5. Addition of 1 equivalent of Bromine to 2,4-hexadiene at 0 degrees C gives 4,5-dibromo-2-hexene plus an isomer. Which of the following is that isomer:
   a. 5,5-dibromo-2-hexene
   b. 2,5-dibromo-3-hexene
c. 2,2-dibromo-3-hexene
d. 2,3-dibromo-4-hexene

6. Which of the following will be the kinetically favored product from the depicted reaction?

7. Addition of HBr to 2,3-dimethyl-1,3-cyclohexadiene may occur in the absence or presence of peroxides. In each case two isomeric C₈H₁₃Br products are obtained. Which of the following is a common product from both reactions?

8. and 9.

8. The kinetically controlled product in the above reaction is:
   a. 3-Chloro-1-Butene
   b. 1-Chloro-2-Butene

9. For the reaction in question 8, which one is the result of 1,4-addition?
   a. 3-Chloro-1-Butene
   b. 1-Chloro-2-Butene

Answers to Problems

1. A) Same product for both modes of addition.
B) Both cis and trans isomers will form.

Addition of the HX to unsubstituted cycloalka-1,3-dienes in either 1,2- or 1,4- manner gives the same product because of symmetry.

2. Yes, the Kinetic Product will still form faster but in this case there will be enough energy to form the thermodynamic product because the thermodynamic product is still more stable.

3. The 1,4- product is more thermodynamically stable because there are two alkyl groups on each side of the double bond. This form offers stability to the overall structure.

4. All of these isomers are viable.

5. B

6. C

7. D

8. A

9. B

Exercises

Questions

Q14.3.1
Consider the reaction with 1,3-buta-diene reacting with HCl. Propose a mechanism for the reaction.

Q14.3.2

Predict why the 1,4 adduct is the major product in this reaction compared to the 1,2.

Solutions

S14.3.1

![Diagram of the reaction](image)

S14.3.2

Even though the cation would prefer to be in a secondary position in the transition state, the final product is less stable with a terminal alkene. Therefore the major product will be the 1,4 adduct.
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